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See President's report, page 2
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Expanded meeting

Time bomb on the
bargaining table

Int'I Board
plans May
endorsement
HONOLULU—The ILWU will endorse its
candidate for US President at an enlarged
special meeting of the 16-member International Executive Board, to be held in midMay in San Francisco.
This decision was reached by the Board,
the union's highest policy-making body between conventions, at its quarterly meeting held here February 28-29.

MORE INPUT
President Jim Herman said all locals will
be notified well in advance of the meeting
date."We are looking for more input in the
discussions prior to making the endorsement," Herman remarked.
He noted that the International officers
are hopeful of assembling a large number
of the union's leaders from all regions to
participate in the decision-making process.
Board delegates unanimously adopted a
policy statement criticizing the US Supreme Court's February 22 decision allowing a firm to cancel union contracts after
filing for bankruptcy.
The Court's decision, said the Board, is
"an outrageous attack on the trade union
movement," which "treats workers as
chattel, no more or less important than
other company property, and provides employers and employer consultants with one
more weapon to harass and intimidate the
trade union movement."

RESTORE BALANCE
"It is imperative," the Board concluded
"that the trade union movement marshall
all of its resources in a concerted and collective effort to do all things necessary to
overturn the decision of the Court and restore a rightful balance of power in labor

—continued on page 3

Bankruptcy rule
threatens pacts
WASHINGTON, DC—The Supreme Court
ruled unanimously February 22 that a company which has filed for bankruptcy may
cancel a union contract without having to
prove that its enforcement would cause
the firm to collapse.
On another aspect of the same case, the
Court voted 5-4 that a company may unilaterally breach its collective bargaining
agreements as soon as it files a bankruptcy
petition, during the period between filing
for bankruptcy and getting a formal reor-

-continued on page 11

Only a few years ago, labor's focus in health care bargaining was on improving benefits and plugging holes—such as
better hospitalization insurance, dental care, and prescription drugs for pensioners. But today—thanks to incredible
increases in the costs of medical care—it often takes all ofour
best effort just to maintain what we already have.
What's behind this crisis? What can working people do
about it?
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SHORT
STUFF
Historical hotcakes
"They're selling like hot cakes," Local 8 Secretary Norman Parks told The
Dispatcher.
He was talking about tickets for prizes
in the Fund Raiser, sponsored by Locals
8, 40, 92 and the CRDC, for the Area
ILWU Labor History Library project.
The first prize,donated by labor attorney Frank Pozzi, is a Model 70 Winchester XTR 7 Mil Mag rifle. The second
prize, donated by Local 8 LRC member
Bill Luch,is a Steel Head fishing rod and
reel.
The tickets, six for $5.00, are available at area Local Union offices and from
the CRDC. The drawing is April 20.
Ticket holders need not be present to
win, Parks said.
The labor history library project will
be headquartered on the second floor of
the Portland Longshore Hall at 2435 NW
Front Avenue, across from Terminal 1.
Sponsors hope to have it ready for a
grand opening on the union's 50th anniversary. Collection of documents, memorabilia and photographs have been going on for some time.

NW auxiliaries meet
The Northwest Convention of the
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries will convene at 9:30 a.m., Saturday April 7 in
Portland.
About 30 delegates from Oregon,
Washington and British Columbia are
expected to attend the two-day meeting, according to Clara Fambro, president of the host auxiliary. For the convenience of those coming from a
distance,the hostess room will open Friday afternoon, April 6.
All sessions will be held at the Viscount Hotel (formerly the Travel
Lodge), 1441 NE 2nd, near the Coliseum.

Don't buy list
Ever get confused about what is and
isn't on the unfair list? Well, there's help
for you.
The Columbia River Pensioners Memorial Assn. has issued a"DON'T BUY."
list as a special supplement to its February News Bulletin, edited by J.K.
Stranahan.
In addition to the products of the
Lumber Industry's Mr. Wicked, alias
Harry Merlo, which were carried in the
February 3 Dispatcher, you'll know
which airlines you shouldn't travel on;
what personal care items you shouldn't
indulge in (Down with Brut and Aqua
Net Hair Spray); what bank you
shouldn't put funds in — if you have,
withdraw them (Seattle First); what
beer you shouldn't drink (Coors, of
course); what cigarettes you shouldn't
smoke (Camels, Winstons and eight
more); and what sugar and pineapple
you should BUY(Buy C & H Sugar from
Hawaii, which is also refined and distributed by ILWU Local 6 workers in
Crockett, CA. and Dole and My-T-Fine
canned pineapple from Hawaii).
And beware! If you use powder detergents, Tide, Cheer, Oxydol and Bold,
you may break out with scabitis!

Counter Kissinger
Project National Interest, a coalition
of labor, church, ethnic, women and
other political groups opposed to the US
military involvement in Central
America, will sponsor a rally on Saturday, March 17 at Local 10 headquarters
at 7:30 p.m.
The rally will feature the report from
a fact-finding "Alternative Kissinger
Commission- that recently returned
from El Salvador, Nicaragua and Honduras.
Members of the all-women's delegation include San Francisco Supervisor
Nancy Walker,author and writer Jessica
Mitford, and union official Diane Burneo.
For more information, contact Sherry
Drobner, 78.8-8660.
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We can do it
We can do it. We can beat Ronald Reagan in 1984. We can end
Republican domination of the US Senate. We can strengthen the
Democratic margin in the House of Representatives. We can't
afford not to. It will take a generation or more to undo the
damage done by four more years of Ronald Reagan in the White
House.
It won't be easy. The other side has all the advantages of
incumbency—the constant exposure, the ability to manipulate
events to make their man look good on the six o'clock news. The
President is also a charming
man. He's got a way with oneliners and a unique ability to
change the subject. He and his
supporters have financial resources we can't even imagine.
And we may as well admit that
they're onto something—the
President's shoot-from-the-hip
foreign policy, his pose as the defender of "traditional American
values," his harsh approach to
those who have been ground up
in the gears of this economy—all
of these strike some pretty deep chords, for better or for worse,
among a large number of voters.
But we can do it. It will require turning all the anger and outrage we have felt over the last 3% years into energy, money and
votes. It will require unprecedented unity within the labor
movement, and the people we think of as our allies. It will require a willingness to think and act with creativity and originality. It will require an enormous amount of work.
But the numbers are there. In 1980 Reagan and Carter divided
between them 87 million votes, only 53.9% of those who were
registered. Most pollsters agree that even a small increase, raising this turnout to perhaps 56% or 57%, will radically increase
the chances of a Democratic victory. That's ourjob. After nearly
four years of high unemployment, union-busting and brutal attacks on the people at the bottom of the ladder, we have got to
be able to turn out a few million additional voters.
NON-VOTERS
In 1980, less than half of the country's blue collar workers of
voting age went to the polls. Only 31% of the Hispanic voting
age population, only 51% of the Black population,less than onethird of the unemployed voted. In other words,the great majority of those who have been the most devastated by
Reaganomics, and who have the least to gain by the Administration's policies, did not participate in his election.
The heightened political consciousness of precisely those
groups has already elected a mayor in Chicago, a governor in
Texas, a governor, senator and several congressmen in New
Mexico. and are likely to make dramatic changes in the voting
patterns of the deep south in the years to come. But if all this

power is going to be actualized in 1984 every local of every
union, every community organization, will have to make the
defeat of Ronald Reagan their most important priority for the
remainder of this year.
We have got to make sure that every single member of this
union is registered to vote. Even in the ILWU, with its long
tradition of political activism, the level of registration in many
areas is scandalously low. There is no higher priority this year
for our local legislative committees and district councils than to
locate these potential voters, get
them registered, and get them to
the polls in November. The recent ILWU California District
Councils' political action workshop was an important step in
the right direction, and I would
hope that this lead might be followed in other areas.
We've got to continue to build
the International's Political Action Fund. The costs of waging a
campaign
political
have
mounted astronomically in recent years. We can't hope to match the muscle of the corporate
PACs, but we have no choice but to throw as much support as
possible in the direction of political leaders who share our views
on things of importance to us. There is no question but that our
contributions can make a difference, particularly in Congressional races, and can win for us consideration and respect which
would otherwise be unavailable. Now,more than ever, we need
the help of every active and retired member.

INPUT NEEDED
Finally, we need as much input and participation as possible in
the selection of candidates who will receive the endorsement of
the ILWU. An expanded International Executive Board meets
this May to select a candidate for the Presidency, and we certainly need to hear from as many members as possible on this
issue. Your local legislative Committees and District Councils
need similar participation in their deliberations over endorsements for Congressional, State and local offices. Only in this
way can we make sure that the candidates we choose really
deserve and receive the kind of support they will need.
The reelection of Ronald Reagan undoubtedly means another
sharp recession in 1985. It will determine the membership of the
US Supreme Court for a generation, and shape the National
Labor Relations Board for years to come. Unrestrained by the
need to run for office again, the President's irresponsibility in
foreign affairs, and harshness in domestic policy "will become
even more pronounced. It is therefore absolutely essential that
we start now to mobilize the energies of this union to make 1984
a deeply political year, the political fight of our lives.

Consumer movement in the waiting room
WEST PALM BEACH,Fla.—The hospital
wouldn't let Alma Rose check out until she
paid every cent of her bill that insurance
didn't cover. But neither would the hospital authorities produce an itemized bill.
Rose refused to pay. Only when her husband threatened to call a federal marshal—
noting it's against the law to hold a person
for ransom—did the hospital relent.
That incident,says Rose,"is one of a lifelong series" of negative experiences which
has made her into a rebel against the American medical establishment. Now Rose is a
local leader in West Palm Beach,a city with
many senior citizens and one of the country's highest doctor-to-population ratios,
to bring doctors and hospitals to heel.

ACCOUNTABILITY
In January the year-old "People's Medical Society," claiming 35,000 members nationally and growing by 1,000 a week,
picked West Palm Beach for an intensive
trial run of the physician accountability
campaign it hopes may soon sweep the
country.
All of Palm Beach's doctors were asked
to sign a consumer-oriented, 10-point
"code of practice." Will they post fees for
appointments and tests? Will they assure
their patients up-front, frank discussions
of the costs, physical pain and risks of any
proposed treatment? Will they describe
their qualifications for the particular treatments proposed?

INDIFFERENCE
By mid-February, only 47 of Palm
Beach's 1,200 physicians had agreed to sign
the code. And that despite PMS's monthlong local campaign including sophisticated newspaper ads, television spots,
public hearings and two-hour radio programs each of the five Sundays in January.
Physician indifference isn't likely to
daunt People's Medical Society leaders, including founder Robert Rodale, publisher
of the 2.5 million-circulation Prevention
magazine. Inflated doctor bills and lab
fees, questionable surgery and hospital
price-gouging occur often enough to create
a fertile field for consumer-based rebellion.
PMS's next project could lead to a nationwide consumer rating of doctors. PMS
members are being asked to fill outan eval-

uation each time they visit a physician:
How long did you wait? Did the doctor
spend enough time with you? Did he or she
discuss options to proposed tests, medication or treatment? Were you told about fees
in advance? On a scale running from excellent to completely unsatisfactory, how
would you rate this physician?
The evaluation forms will be sent to PMS
headquarters in Emmaus,Pa., and fed into
computers which will maintain reports on
each doctor. It's not hard to discern the potential for an immense,consumer-oriented
data base, the results available either to
PMS members or the physicians themselves.
The question arises—why subject the
American medical establishment, perhaps
including one's family doctor, to what
seems such tough scrutiny?

ROARING INFLATION
The first answer is the roaring inflation
in health costs. PMS claims physicians' average incomes, almost $100,000 a year at
latest count, have risen—even after full accounting for inflation—by 3.7 times in 50
years.
PMS Executive Director Charles Inlander acknowledges that American medicine
has a remarkable record of achievement—
in ever-more-sophisticated technology, in
developing miracle drugs that have practically stamped out such diseases as tuberculosis, diptheria, typhoid and smallpox.
But today, he argues, chronic disorders
that can't be treated with some magic pill
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are up to 80 percent of all disease. Lifestyle changes(such as more exercise, better nutrition and vitamins)are often more
effective than the medications and intrusive procedures stressed in medical
-schools.

DOCTOR CAUSED
Indeed, Ma charges, one-fifth of hospital patients end up with -iatrogenesis,"
doctor-caused disease resulting from unjustified surgery,adverse reaction to drugs,
or overuse of antibiotics leading to the development of resistant strains of antibiotics.
Alternative approaches—self care, nonphysician health care practitioners, and
mutual-aid groups such as Emphysema
Anonymous and Mended Hearts—often
outperforms physicians in support, nurturing and emphasis on prevention.
What the health-care field needs, goes
the PMS argument, is a strong injection of
competition, bringing to doctoring the
samejolt delivered to AT&T through divestiture and the airlines and truckers
through deregulation.
Outside of "doctor mystique," PMS sees
a big part of the problem in medical monopoly—state medical-licensing laws that
forbid anyone without a medical license
from offering health-care counsel or treatment. Competitors such as acupuncturists,
midwives and feminist health-care centers
are often hauled into court.

MONOPOLY
PMS would break the monopoly position
of the country's 450,000 physicians by dramatic changes in state-licensing laws. One
approach would be to broaden the definition of -the practice of medicine- so
broadly that alternative providers—from
holistic health specialists to nurse practitioners—be permitted to practice, and
even certify their members. State licensing
could be limited, or abolished.
Alma Rose has another way of putting it:
-Everybody knows the medical community has to change—doctors, hospitals, the
whole profession. We need government
controls, but only so much. Instead, I think
the consumer route—the codes of practices, the physician evaluation forms—are
the way to go.

—NYJournal ofCommerce
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Assembled for the year's first meeting of the ILWU International Executive Board, held in Honolulu February 28-29, are: left photo, Bill Ward, Local 40; Randy
Vekich, Local 24; Don Liddle, IBU; and Pete Fuller, Local 54; standing, Pat DePonte, Local 142; center photo, International Secretary-Treasurer Curt McClain,
President Jim Herman, Vice-President Rudy Rubio;standing, are Al Lannon,Local 6 and Willie Zenn,Local 10; right photo, gathered for a coffee break are George
Ginnis, Local 23; Luisa Gratz, Local 26; Pat Debina, Local 142; and Tony Salcido, Local 13. Unable to attend this session were Fred Galdones, Local 142, and Don
—photos by Sabu Fulisaki
Garcia, Canadian Area.

Board hits bankruptcy ruling, plans endorsement
—continuedfrom page 1
relations."
Other items on the Board agenda included:
• A wide-ranging state of the union report by President Herman, dealing with
the economy, the political picture, and a
run-down on a number of key negotiations
upcoming this year.
He warned that the reelection of Reagan
could very well result in another sharp recession.
A West Coast longshore caucus will be

IBU members
rebuff raids
at two firms
PORTLAND—A representation election
held February 24 for deckhands employed
by Knappton Tug and Barge resulted in a
39-18 vote to stay with ILWU's marine division, according to IBU regional director
Jim Dunnigan. The other union on the ballot was the Masters, Mates and Pilots.
Letters mailed out to each employee at
the last minute by the company referred to
the IBU's "irresponsible demands" in contract negotiations several years ago and
our "continuous use of muscle." Dunnigan
said, "Since they hit the mail at the last
minute, we didn't have a chance to answer
the ridiculous charges, but they backfired
on the company, as you can see by the
vote."
BACKFIRE
Two days earlier a representation election for deckhands working for Willamette
Tug and Barge returned a 14-2 vote in favor of IBU, regional patrolman Jack
Newbold said. He called it an overwhelming victory and a "testament to our members' good judgment."

New contract inked
at Grove Farm
PUHI, Kauai—A 40 cents increase payable on January 1,1984-85 and July 1, 1985
is a part of the two-year settlement negotiated with Grove Farm Company-RockProperties Inc., which runs from January
1, 1984 to December 31, 1985.
BA Bobby Girald, chief spokesman,
notes that the following improvements are
also a part of the agreement:
—Medical plan, conversion to prescription-only drug plan, and a hike in out-ofpocket premium payments
—Conversion of children's dental plan to
the family dental plan
—Various contractual changes to get
clearer understanding
Girald says the settlement was ratified,
with the realization by the members that
the company is beset by the slumping economy —"Reagan's 'recovery' pronouncements, notwithstanding."
Participating in negotiations with Girald,
were the following Unit 3103 leaders, representing some 42 members: Chairman
Pat Agustin, Alex Kelekoma, Gilbert Medebutand lbshio Kobayashi.

held in San Francisco, starting March 26,
he said. He invited Local 142 to send observers from its dock grouping.
• Vice-President Rudy Rubio's organizing round-up, and his report on participation in waterfront locals' activities and
meetings.
• A financial report by Secretary-Treasurer Curtis McClain.
• Discussion of problems faced by the Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific, with a
report by Don Liddle, president of the IBU,
Marine Division of the ILWU._

• Reports by Local 142 President Eddie 'Ward, Local 40,Portland.
Northern California: Pete Fuller, Local
Lapa,and Maui Division Director John Arisumi of Local 142 on matters related to 54, Stockton; Al Lannon, Local 6, San
organizing drives,sugar-pineapple-tourism Francisco; Willie Zenn, Local 10,San Frannegotiations in 1984,and the general union cisco.
outlook in the Islands.
Southern California: Tony Salcido, LoBoard members include the three titled cal 13, Wilmington; Luisa Gratz, Local 26,
International officers along with the fol- Los Angeles.
lowing regional representatives:
Hawaii: Patricia Debina, Patrick De
Washington-Alaska: George Ginnis, Lo- Ponte and Fred Galdones, all of Local 42.
Canada: Don Garcia, Local 500.
cal 23, Tacoma; Randy Vekich, Local 24,
Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific:
Aberdeen.
Oregon-Columbia River: William N. Don Liddle.

Local 29 wins
pact for Crown
cruise work
SAN DIEGO—ILWU Local 29 has negotiated a two-year contract covering longshore work on 'day-cruise' ships operated
by Crown Cruise Lines.
The Supplemental Agreement, negotiations for which began three months ago,
will be effective from April 1, 1984 to
March 31, 1986, Sam Vargas, Local 29 Secretary-Treasurer, told The Dispatcher.
Crown Cruise Lines will become a non-participant member of the Pacific Maritime
Association, paying all fringe benefits.
Vargas said between $10,000 to $12,000
worth of work will be generated by the
daily cruises. The contract provides for a
DOCK PREPARATIONS—Preparations for the negotiation of a new West Coast
weekly guarantee, he said. Besides longlongshore and clerks' contract continued last month with the holding of area
shoring, there'll be "some porter work,'
mini-caucuses in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland and Seattle—the above and "five or six men" will work in the ship
photo was taken during discussion at the Columbia River area meeting on Feb-- stores, Vargas said.
On day "cruises to nowhere,''—in the
wary 15. The longshore, clerks' and walking bosses' caucus, which will deterwords of Crown Cruise Lines—a 700-pasmine union demands and elect a negotiating committee, meets in San Francisco
senger ship cruises from 12 to 20 miles offon Monday, March 26, for a workshop on welfare and pension issues. Caucus
for a day than returns to shore. Passhore
Jim
by
Foster
—photo
debate begins on Tuesday, March 27.
sengers can choose from an on-board
casino, swimming pool. disco and movie
theater.

Local 24 forces
ITIMPIE CONTRACT coal
cleanup
AT WORK
Local 6

Cheap back door deal blows up
SAN .FRANCISCO—Concession bargaining has become the name of the game in
negotiations these days—even during the
life of a signed agreement—as employers
push to take away negotiated gains. The
drive for takeaways is accelerating, with
employers holding the threat of plant shutdowns and loss of jobs over the heads of
union members.
"We are ready to address any legitimate
needs a company may have, in order to
stay in business," said Local 6 President Al
Lannon and Secretary-Treasurer Leon
Harris in a recent issue of the ILWU warehouse union's Bulletin. "But some employers simply want to rip us off because
they think this is the time to get away with
it.
"In a few cases, members have cut their
own deals in misguided efforts to 'help
- back. of the
nianagement; behind the.

union. The tragedy of this kind'of mistake
was made very clear recently at Juice-Pak,
in Richmond.
"The employer conned our members
into working several weeks without paychecks, and working overtime for straight
time. Health and Welfare went unpaid.The
result—the company padlocked the gates
at the end of a shift and paid people off
with checks that bounced. Employees
were shafted out of thousands of dollars
they had earned.
"Local6 is pursuing legal action, but this
is time consuming and expensive. Hopefully we can all learn, though, that private
deals with a conniving boss don't pay off.
The Union is our best bet for sorting out
problems and making intelligent decisions,
because we are a democratic, rank and file
t t
organization."

ABERDEEN—Loading of the log ship
Green Star was halted on the morning of
March 3 when members of longshore Local
24 charged that there was coal dust and
other residues in one of the ship's holds,
and refused to work until it was removed
and a clean air certificate provided.
The coal tar residues came from a cargo
unloaded in Tacoma."You're not supposed
to breathe the dust,"said Local 24 member
George Irwin, who doubles as Aberdeen
mayor. "We got word from the Tacoma
ILWU officials that the material can be hazardous."
A marine protection specialist was sent
for from the Coast Guard station at Wesport. The ships' crew washed down the
hold in the number four hatch and swept
up coal tar residues on deck.
Longshore crews returned to work
around 7:45 p.m. the same day, while
awaiting air quality tests in the contaminated hold. Work in that hatch was resumed after a marine air specialist inspected the hold that night and signed a
clean air certificate. "The beef ended in
victory for us," said 'Dispatcher Walt
Wilson.-Ttre.iihtirsailect feyti•Japati-MaTeh-7,-

7ifillilliPATCHEI!
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Local 26 members at work at Capital Metals—from left, Percy Magllanez operates leveller line; Paiboon Srisam-ang and (right) Miguel Torres operate slitter.

Local 26 members ratify

Job security, wage gains in Capital Metals contract
LOS ANGELES — Members of Local 26
employed at Capital Metals last month
overwhelmingly ratified a new three-year
contract containing importantjob security
guarantees, as well as an outstanding economic package.
"This agreement is really a product of
the support the committee received from
the entire unit, and the strength of the
committee itself," said Local 26 President
Luisa Gratz. "There was also a very positive management attitude. The agreement
was wrapped up after only five meetings,
and there was never any attempt to hit us
with takeaways. It's really exceptional, especially these days and in this area."

ing of the work of laid-off employees, and
such laid-off employees will retain their
seniority for 15 months. The company also
agreed on stronger safety committee language, including monthly plant tours and
regular meetings.
Finally, the company agreed to protect
seniority and work opportunity in the
event of any merger and to automatically
renew leaves of absence for members hold-

ing union office. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
birthday will be treated as an excused absence, beginning January 16, 1985.

WAGE INCREASE
The economic package included a substantial wage increase, maintenance of existing medical, dental and prescription
benefits for active workers, early retirees
and future retirees, and an additional sick
day.

JOB TRAINING
Major contract language improvements
include the establishment of a job training
program on all existing equipment, as well
as agreement to train bargaining unit merriT
bers in the event of any major technological change — for example,the introduction
of computers or any other new,automated
equipment.
The company also agreed to the establishment of a Supplemental Unemployment Benefit Fund, the first in the history
of Local 26. There will be no subcontract-

ILWU rebukes
Burton's foe

Sugar labor applauds
Big Island purchase
HONOLULU — Francis Morgan's announcement on January 19 that he was
buying the Big Island's huge Theo-Davies
Hamakua Sugar Co. was applauded by
ILWU leaders and rank and file.
To be known hereafter as Hamakua
Sugar Co., it is the second largest plantation in the state. HC&S(A&B) on Maui is
the biggest.
The merger over the years of five Davies
plantations on the Hamakua coast—Laupahoehoe, Ookala, Hamakua Mill (Paauilo),
Paauhau and Honokaa—resulted in the
make-up of Hamakua Sugar.
Theo. H. Davies & Co. is a Hawaii corporation, owned by Hong Kong-based Jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd.
Morgan,65, associated with Davies since
the 1940s, held the title of group vice president in charge of agriculture.
The 35,000-acre plantation has some
1,000 people(798 in the bargaining unit)on
its payroll, two highly modernized and mechanized mills—at Haina (Honokaa) and
Ookala—and a wide assortment of equipment used to maintain its field and factory
operations.
Its assets are said to be worth over $95
million. The reported sale price was close
to $70 million, after deduction of liabilities.
Harnakua Sugar will maintain an office in
Honolulu and center its base of operations
out of its Big Island quarters.
-A happy way to start the new year,- is
how Local 142 President Eddie Lapa
termed the purchase.
'It offers a ray of hope for the future,said Regional Director Tommy Trask.
''To Francis Morgan, we extend our very
best wishes and fullest cooperation,- said
Yoshito Takamine, Hawaii Division Director.

Korean imports
PORTLAND—Korea is stepping up her
imports of US wheat.
Korean grain buyers signed contracts at
the Portland Grain Exchange February 22
for purchase of 257,700 metric tons of the
staff of life, one of the largest single purchases ever made there and the first time
such a transacton has been concluded here
instead of in Sri.

Workers at Capital Metals went through a
31-day strike in 1977. -Things have improved tremendously since then," according
to chief steward 'Johnny Daniels, "especially since management changed hands in
1982. The new owners are much more
committed to working with us in a cooperative way, especially about the changes
that come with modernization. Last year
we had three grievances, everything else
was settled right on the floor."
Some 70 members of Local 26 are employed at Capital Metals, which services
steel for smaller companies all over the Los
Angeles area. Rolls of steel are sheared and
leveled. The company also maintains supplies of standard size pre-cut steel sheets.
The company is also installing a facility to
clean rolls of hot-rolled steel, a cheaper
product with extensive uses. The new
"pickling" line is expected to provide
around 30jobs.
The Local 26 bargaining committee consisted of Gratz, Business Agent Larry Jefferson, Daniels and Carl Legardy.

Capital Metals negotiating committee members include steward Johnny Danieis, Carl Legardy and Local 26 Business Agent Larry Jefferson.

Local 142 signs bakery contracts
HONOLULU—Contract settlements with
two major bakeries—Love's Bakery-Daiichiya Inc. and Oroweat/Holsum Bakery—
have been reached, according to International Rep. Tony Kahawaiolaa, who served
as chief spokesman in both negotiations.
Both agreements run for three years,
from December 1, 1983 to November 30,
1986—calling for an across-the-board $1.20
hourly wage increase, to be paid out in four
increments.
It starts with 25 cents on December I,
1983, to be followed by payments of 20
cents(May 1), 40 cents(December 1, 1984)
and 35 cents(December I, 1985).
Oroweat warehouse, checkers loaders
and Thrift Store clerks will achieve parity
with Holsum workers over the duration of
the contract, because the company will
pay an additional one-third amount of the
wage difference in four increments. It is a
long-sought key demand of the union.
The two pacts also call on management
to pay 100 percent of the premiums for the
medical and dental plans, for covered employees and their dependents, and pensioners.
Various contract language changes of the
"housekeeping- variety, also are a part of
the settlements.
The Love's contract, which covers some
250 production, maintenance, driversalesmen, office clerks and part-time employees, also includes understanding under the seniority section, that any fulltime
or regular part-time employee, hired prior
to October 1, 1982, shall not be subject to
temporary or permanent layoff, according
to BA Takeshi Kouchi, who participated in
both bakery talks

Included in the Oroweat/Holsum agreement are production-sales, office clerical
employees, and part-time workers.
Members of the rank and file negotiating
committee are:
Love's: Chairman Larry Lopes, Yoshio
Hayashida, John Sakuma, Herbert Okamura,Paul Kaupua, Henry Yamaguchi and
Lu Anne Chan; Holsum: Chairman Eddie
Fao, Bertram Yasui and Valerie Kealoha;
and Oroweat: Chairman Allison 'Farumoto.

Military work
for Local 47
4 !LI MPIA-- This job-short port became
the Port of Embarcation for two Fort Lewis
units dispatched to Korea as part of Exercise Team Spirit 84.
The first ship, a roll-on roll-off vessel operated by the Military Sealift Command,
was loaded by members of Local 47', Secretary Walter B. Knittle told The Dispatcher.
It furnished work for about 20 people and
-gave us a chance to see how Ro:Ro's
work.'
The second ship was loaded by the Army.
-We weren't too happy about that," said
Knittle.
The combined cargoes, 169 pieces of
equipment,including trucks,jeeps, trailers
and seavans, totaled 4,462 tons, according
to the Daily Shipping News.
Knittle, asked about work potential in
his port, said a "big warehouse for general
cargo''is being built near the dock.
-ICH be great as soon as they get some
cargo,' Knittle said.

SAN FRANCISCO — Supporting State
Senator Milton Marks' campaign for reelection, "would be to trample on the
memory of the late Rep. Phil Burton," said
International President Jim Herman in a
stinging rebuke to Marks delivered late last
month.
Marks, who ran against Burton in the
1982 race, invited ILWU participation in
his campaign kick-off in a January 25 letter. Burton's widow,Sala, won the election
for the vacated seat.
The invitation "assumes that we have no
loyalties, no principles, no memories, and
no commitments beyond the moment,"
Herman said in hi; February 23 response,
which was mailed to all ILWU locals. "It
assumes as well that we have absolutely no
concern for the trust placed in this organization by its members, and for the credibility of our political endorsements. You are
mistaken on all counts.Marks -made a choice," Herman said, to
campaign "as the stalking horse for every
corporate and "New Right" group in the
country who hated Phil Burton for the
same reasons we loved him.
"You accepted their money — lots of it,"
Herman said. "You accepted their political
direction as well, attacking Phil on such
gut issues as his support for strong enforcement of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act, his opposition to deregulation
of natural gas prices, his defense of the
minimum wage. and of the myriad social
programs which were then under assault.
by the Administration.''

HIRED GUN
Marks became a -hired gun- whose
"lust for his job" allowed him to "betray
the not inconsiderable base of support
which you had built up among our mem
hers in previous years. lerman said.
Herman conceded Marks had the right n:
"draw the line" politically 1st ween he and
Burton.
"But having drawn such a line, you
surely cannot expect it to be erased at the
next election; you cannot expect us to forget how willingly you served the very interests who are fighting to destroy everything this union stands for.•• Herman saici.
-We will keep faith with the memory of
Phil Burton. It is absolutely inconceivable
that this organization will extend any sup
port whatever to you, now or in the in
tu re."
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WASHINGTON
Showdown on
MX missile looms
by MIKE LEWIS
ILWU Washington Representative

At head table at California Joint District Councils' workshop last month were Southern California Legislative Rep. Nate
DiBlasi, SCDC Vice-President Lewis Wright, Secretary-Treasurer Luisa Gratz, President Dave Arian, Washington Representative Mike Lewis, NCDC Vice-President Don Watson, Secretary-Treasurer Tom Lupher and Legislative Rep Al Bailey.
Not shown, NCDC President LeRoy King.

'Got to get down to basics'

California councils gear up for '84 vote
LOS ANGELES—Political nuts and
bolts—voter registration, getting out the
vote, grass roots lobbying the use of absentee ballots—highlighted the agenda at a Political Action workshop held here February
25-26.
The conference, which drew 71 participants from nearly all California locals, was
sponsored by the Northern and Southern
California District Councils.
"This year is as much of a watershed as
the Civil War to end slavery, or the struggle
for the New Deal," ILWU Washington Representative Mike Lewis said in his keynote
speech. "We are fighting to preserve everything we've ever had, in a situation
where the resources of our enemies are
greater than ever before. We've got to get
down to the basic stuff if we're going to
have a chance of turning it around."

SHARKS WEARING SUITS

the supermarket parking lots and talking to
people directly." LA community organizer
Ron Rodriguez also led a discussion of voter
registration campaigns.

OTHER WORKSHOPS
Speakers also emphasized the need to
raise funds for the ILWU Political Action
Fund. "Labor is not a paper tiger but a
sleeping lion," said Local 34 Vice President
Richard CavaIli, who reported on his own
local's successful fund-raising drive.
Other speakers and workshop leaders included Local 6 President Al Lannon and
Local 26 President Luisa Gratz, who led a
session on plant closures and the failure to
achieve legislative remedies for the problem.
Bob Forrestor, IBU Southern California
Regional Director, reported on his recent
experiences with Reagan's National Labor
Relations Board.
Local 26 attorney Jim Varga also addressed the NLRB,and suggested that"we

have simply got to be more sophisticated in
bargaining to get around this problem."
George Cole, of the United Steelworkers
of America, described his organization's
efforts to assist its unemployed members.
Lenny Goldberg, legislative aide to Assemblyman Tom Bates(D-Berkeley), described
the massive economic changes underway,
and discussed a number of legislative initiatives designed to ease the effect of those
changes on working people.
Local6 Secretary-Treasurer Leon Harris,
Lannon, Pacific Coast Pensioners Association Bob Rohatch and Local 13 Pension
Club President L. L. "Chick" Loveridge
led a panel on building coalitions between
labor and community groups.
The Conference was chaired by Northern California District Council President
LeRoy King and Southern California Council President Dave Arian. Northern California Council Secretary Don Watson, Local
34, was in charge of arrangements.

"There are sharks in three-piece suits
controlling Washington now, and they
smell blood," Lewis said. "If you put them
back in power again, they will do everything they've ever wanted to do, without
the restraint of facing re-election. They'll
finish remaking the NLRB, they'll cut social programs even further, they'll build
the MX missile."
California Assemblyman Dick Floyd (DSan Pedro), chairman of the House Labor
Committee, applied Lewis' argument to
state politics.
"'The Democratic hold on the state legislature is paper thin,- Floyd said."A simple
bill to force firms to merely give some advance notice of their intent to close a plant
couldn't even get out of committee.
"You've got to get your members off
their duffs, get them registered," he said.
"If we can register every union member,
we don't have to worry about Gov.
Deukmejian or even Ronald Reagan."
Some of the more than 70 delegates who attended political action workshop.
According to Lewis, "California locals
will have two basic tasks in 1984: get out
the ILWU vote,and get out the vote in your
community. To do that you've got to find
the ILWU members who aren't registered
During hearings, representatives from
SACRAMENTO — A bill seeking to resurand get them (signed up).
rect the right-to-work law rejected over- eight unions testified against the bill, inA session on absentee ballots was con- whelmingly by California voters in 1958 cluding ILWU Local 17 President Ray Krisducted by community organizer Fred Ross, was killed in the Assembly Labor and Em- toff, Secretary-Treasurer John Dahilig, InJr., who described the vast potential of ployment Committee last month by a 6-2 ternational Representative Felix Rivera
people who are out of town or otherwise vote.
and Regional Director LeRoy King.
unable to get to the polls.
"Right to work people were very vicious
The Assembly Constitutional AmendIn the San Francisco mayoral campaign ment 40, sponsored by Assemblyman Pa- on the questions about workers' rights,"
last year, he said, -we had an 82% return trick J. Nolan (R-Glendale), would have King said. "They said big labor bosses do
on absentee ballots by getting out there in prohibited unions from negotiating union
not represent workers any longer." King
shop, agency shop, maintenance of mem- said right to work supporters sponsored
workers who told the committee "they no
bership or any other form of union security
agreements, and transform California into longer wanted to pay union dues."
Henning, in a wire to the 13 committee
a compulsory open shop.
Under existing law, workers already members the day before the hearing, said
PORTLAND, Or.—The Columbia River
District Council on March 12 condemned have the right to vote out union shop pro- the measure would allow anti-union emcorporate use of Chapter XI of the federal visions in contracts and to decertify the ployers"to use the non-union workers as a
Bankruptcy Law to abrogate collective union in a secret ballot election if they divisive force against the union workers
choose, John F. Henning,executive officer and their conditions of employment. This
bargaining agreements.
Unless Congress approves legislation ofthe California Labor Federation, told the has been the inevitable experience of such
laws in other states."
now before the House Judicary Commit- committee in testimony against the bill.
Twenty states have so-called 'right to
shop
open
compulsory
similar
a
1958,
In
tee, which promises relief from the Supreme Court decision "the door is wide amendment was defeated by a 1 million- work' laws. US Department of Commerce
data shows that as of September 1982 emopen for companies across the nation to get vote margin in a state-wide referendum.
Amendment 40 was voted against in ployees in 16 of those 20states earn wages
out from under contracts and destroy the
union movement," the resolution warned. committee by Art Agnos (D-SF), Burt that rank below the national average, acIn other actions the CRDC urged support Margolin(D-LA), Sunny Mojonnier(R-Uni- cording to Henning.
The five states whose workers earn the
for a state ballot measure referred to the versity City),Sally Tanner(D-El Monte), Rivoters in the May 15 Oregon primary, chard Floyd(D-Gardena)and Johan Klehs _ lowest wages — Mississippi, South Carolina, Arknasas, Alabama and Utah — all
which would keep social security benefits (D-San Leandro).
It was supported by Bill Jones(R-Vasalia) have compulsory open shop laws on the
from being subject to taxation under state
books, Henning said in testimony. and Eric Seastrand (R-San,Luis Obispo).
law.
•,` '
,F;',•
'
,
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Right-to-work bill dumped

Columbia council
blasts Bildisco

As the Reagan Administration plunges
full speed ahead with its plans to accelerate the arms race, its opponents on Capitol
Hill are taking new aim at the Pentagon's
most misguided missile: the MX.
House opponents of the MX failed—by
only the smallest of margins—to beat the
missile last year. This time around, their
chances of winning are greater than ever
before—and a victory would have farreaching effects.

"BARGAINING CHIP"
The Administration's chief argument for
the MX last year was that the missile was
needed as a "bargaining chip" to force the
Soviets to negotiate "seriously." Going
ahead with the MX, the White House
claimed, would show the Russians we
meant business and compel them to make
new concessions. Also, the new weapon
would be an additional deterrent to a Soviet first strike.
Enough House Democrats bought this
view to allow the Administration to obtain
initial funding for the missile last fall. But
since then, the Soviets have not only failed
to give way but have actually walked out
of the negotiations. Alarmed by the December deployment of the new cruise and
Pershing II missiles in Europe,the Russians
concluded—at least for the time being—
that it was impossible to bargain with the
Reagan administration, and diplomatic relations are now at a post-war low.
At the same time, the "deterrent" argument the White House has been trumpeting is convincing fewer and fewer people.
Voters are becoming increasingly aware
that the deployment of a new first-strike
weapon like the MX,far from intimidating
an opponent, only puts pressure on him to
shoot first.
From a budgetary point of view, the $5
billion MX price tag for next year stands in
sharper outline than ever against the $200
billion federal deficit. The missile's total
cost—somewhere over $35 billion—is staggering the imagination.
House Democrats are therefore stiffening in their resistance to the missile. The
fact that it's an election year, with every
Democratic presidential contender opposing the MX, will only strengthen their opposition. Some of the Democrats who
switched their positions to support the missile last year have felt so much heat from
their constituents that they may not make
the same mistake this year.

TURN IT AROUND
"We can beat the MX in 1984," Rep. Les
AuCoin(D-Or), one of the key House leaders in the fight against the MX, told a recent meeting of allied organizations. "And
if we do, the media coverage we'll get can
affect the November elections and turn the
whole arms race around. But if we lose,the
defeat could re-accelerate the whole nuclear weapons spiral.
"That's why we not only need the help
of all the organizations who have fought
the MX so hard and well up to now. Congressmen need to see new faces, new
groups weighing in with their opposition
who haven't been in the fight before."
Floor votes on the MX are expected between May and July, when Congress takes
up the annual defense authorization bill.
The wide coalition of unions, peace groups,
and religious organizations opposing the
missile will be urging all of their members
to contact their federal legislators.

Shipping club hears ILWU
PORTLAND—Over 100 people, women
and men gathered at the Portland Motor
_Inn February 16 at a dinner meeting of the
Portland Women's Shipping Club to hear
Local 8 LRC member Bill Luch (pinch hitting for NW Regional Director G. Johnny
Parks)and Burt Ferguson, Oregon regional
manager for PMA,discusses labor relations
on the waterfront, past and present.
"We spoke in general terms on labor relations—how it works; the contract, problems within the industry and gave an overview of the upcoming negotiations," Luch
said.
'
' • 1.
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Time bomb on
bargaining tabll
Some 250 members of the Inlandboatmens' Union of the Pacific move barges
through the outdated Bonnevile Dam locks.

Outdated locks

IBU pushes Congress to act
clear up Bonneville bottleneck
PORTLAND — The navigation lock at
Bonneville Dam,oldest dam on the Columbia River,is smaller than locks on the seven
newer dams upriver.
"It's a bottleneck to river traffic!"
charges NW Regional Director G. Johnny
Parks.
Jack Newbold, IBU's regional patrolman, agrees, pointing out that ILWU's marine division has towboat crews — "probably 150to 200 men working on the river for
Tidewater Barge Lines, Knappton, Columbia Marine Lines, and Shaver Transportation on occasion."
TEN-HOUR BACKUP
A towboat can haul up to five barges
through the upriver locks in one 3-minute
pass, but barge traffic at Bonneville in busy
times can back up to ten hours or more.
"It has a hell of an effect," Roy Snell,
president of Western Transportation Co.
told a staff reporter for The Will Street
Journal. "In heavy periods there'll be
towboats stacked up on both ends. It increases our costs and our time of transit."
Snell was Chairman of The Columbia River
Towboat Association until he was recently
replaced by Pete Carlson of Knappton).
Oregon's two senators and Congressman
Ron Wyden "are very sympathetic to the
problem and want a new lock built," says
Newbold.
Wyden feels the Bonneville lock -is the
key to economic growth in the Northwest." The Columbia-Snake river system
extends 465 miles from Lewiston, ID. to
the sea, carrying several million tons of
grain, logs and other commodities into export channels.
The Army Corps of Engineers has been
urging construction of a new lock at Bonneville since 1975. So what's holding it
back?
BLAME ADMINISTRATION
ILWU and barge line spokesmen say
frankly that the Administration's hardnosed policy on federal funding is to
blame. The government traditionally has
paid for aids to navigation since post-Revolutionary times, but Reagan wants water-

way improvements, including channel
deepening, dredging and locks to be
funded through user-fees.
The lock at Bonneville would cost about
$177 million — small potatoes when compared to its benefits in jobs, trade, commerce and apiculture.
At present, according to Congressman
Wyden's office, an Omnibus Water Projects
bill, HB 3678,is pending in Congress. It was
introduced by Rep. Bob Roe,(D-NJ), but
basically it's Wyden's bill. One of the projects it would cover is a new lock at Bonneville.
It's out of committee, but how much further it will get is another matter.
Back stairs opposition can be expected
from two railroads, Burlington Northern,
which operates a rail line on the Columbia's north bank, and the Union Pacific,
whose tracks follow the river's south bank.
They call federal funding for water way
improvements "subsidies" and say they
aren't asking for subsidies, ignoring the
land grants and other favors bestowed on
them.
In 1983, Union Pacific cut freight rates
for hauling grain. Tidewater Barge Lines
filed a petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission, accusing Union Pacific
of predatory pricing, since the rate cuts applied only to that region. Tidewater said
prices were set below cost to undermine
barge competition.

Big log deal
rumored

PORTLAND — The waterfront was buzzing
this week with word that a newly formed
trading company had obtained a contract
to ship $65 million worth of logs to China.
According to a story in the Journal of
Commerce, the contract was secured by
Bank America World Trade, a Bank of
America subsidiary, and is believed to be
the first major trade contract in the Northwest since the Export Trading Act was
passed by Congress in 1982 to provide a
means for smaller companies to enter the
export market and to allow banks, ports,
manufacturers and others to form trading
PORTLAND—A tunnel through the rock companies and set prices — as do most foron the west side of Spirit Lake will be eign trading firms — without fear of violatdrilled by the army corps of engineers, in ing anti-trust laws.
The contract will require 57 ship loads,
hopes of controlling the flood and sendimentation danger caused by the eruption each carrying from 3.5 million board feet
of Mount St. Helen's three years ago. Work to 4 million board feet of logs, mostly
Douglas fir.
will begin in July.
A Local 8 dispatcher, figuring rapidly
Columbia River maritime and community organizations believe that a contain- with a pencil, estimated that with four
ment dam is what's necessary to hold back gangs to a ship and 11 men to a gang, it
the sendimentation which threatens the would provide 20,000 man-hours of work.
Work is in short supply on the Portland
Columbia River ship channel, and the debris which could bury communities like waterfront and local longshoremen would
lbutle, Kelso, Castle Rock and Longview- welcome the log jobs.
The Journal of Commerce story said
Kelso.
Butthe Corps will only reply that the fea- shipments are expected to begin in late
sibility studies which are being done on February or early March from Portland,
that issue won't be completed until later in and possibly from Coos Bay, Newport and
the year. In the meantime, dredging con- Longview.
Announcement of the contract was
tinues on the Cowlitz and lower lbutle.
ILWU Northwest Regional Director G. made by a Sea-First executive stationed
Johnny Parks charged that corps efforts to here.(Bank of America acquired Sea-First
last year.)
date were simply "a band-aid approach."

BY BARRY SILVERMAN
ILWU Research Director
Incredible increases in the costs of medical care have precipitated a problem of crisis proportions for consumers and employers, and jeopardize benefits which all of us
in organized labor have long struggled to
achieve. A few years ago our focus in bargaining was on improving benefits and
plugging obvious holes — better hospitalization insurance, dental care, prescription
drugs for pensioners, what have you. But
today it often takes all of our bargaining
skill and all of our muscle just to keep intact the benefits we have.
In negotiations throughout the country,
as unions at Greyhound, AT&T, and in the
petroleum refining industry can attest,
health and welfare benefits are often the
single most important and controversial
subject of bargaining, and are often the
subject of "takeaway" demands.
In 1982, we as a nation shelled out an
astronomical $322.4 billion for health care,
nearly eight times more than we spent in
1965— a tidy $1,365 per person, young and
old,sick and well. It also amounts to 10.5%
of our gross national product, the conventional standard by which we measure the
value of the goods and services we
produce, as compared with 6% in 1965.
With medical care cost inflation continuing
at rates two and three times the general
rate of inflation, the bill could top $1 trillion by 1993.
EFFECT ON BARGAINING
For workers covered by union contracts,
the effect of this is two-fold. First, to the
extent that our negotiated plans do not pay
all of our costs, we are having to pay more
and more out of our own pockets. Second,
the premiums that employers pay for
health care, now about $80 billion a year,
go up as fast as the rate of health care inflation — sometimes even faster in anticipation of higher costs to come. Employers
and union representatives alike are often
dumbfounded these days by insured plan
renewals that require a 20, 30, even 40 or
50 percent increase in premiums. It's no
piece of cake negotiating for such increases. To the extent that we are successful, we are using up large amounts of
money that could be spent on wages or
other improvements.
How did this mess evolve and what can
we do about it? No single explanation will
suffice. The list of causes runs on like a bad
dream.
• Hospitals — Hospitals are clearly a major culprit. In 1982 they took in 42% of the
total dollars spent on health care.
Hospitals are dependent for their revenues on physicians who will direct patients
to them. In order to attract physicians,
they compete in offering the widest possible array of diagnostic and therapeutic

Army put'band-aids'
on Spirit Lake danger

"I don't think my bill is too high -.do you mind
If I get a second opinion from another
patient"

services requiring the most elaborate and
up-to-date machinery and equipment,
space to use it, and staff to operate and
maintain it. Competition among hospitals
results in duplication which is costly,
wasteful and even harmful, in that it encourages the use of questionable procedures. Hospitals operate on a "cost-plus"
basis, the more things cost, the more they
charge. Add to this the huge expense of
maintaining wards and beds that aren't
used to capacity and top heavy administration. Data compiled by the California
Health Facilities Commission indicates that
the cost of a day in a hospital in California,
all care included, is approaching $1,000!
• Fee-for-service medicine — While
Organizations
Maintenance
Health
(HMOs), like Kaiser, have grown tremendously, most people still use doctors in private practice who bill them separately for
each service they provide. In the jargon of
medical economics, this is called "fee-forservice" as distinct from "capitation" payments to HMOs which charge a flat rate per
person per month, whether they use the
facilities or not.
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and participatory role
families, to ensure that
remains the primary and
and the overall health p
The income of a"fee-for-service" doctor
in private practice relates directly to the
services he performs; the more patients a
doctor sees and the more work on each patient, the more he makes. While "fee-forservice medicine is sacrosanct among medical care providers, it amounts to
cost-effectiveness turned inside out. The
incentive is to spend more rather than less.
• Malpractice—The extraordinary incidence of malpractice suits and the army of
lawyers who are prepared to sue at the
drop of a hat encourage doctors to practice
defensively, that is, to do every test imaginable if for no other reason than to build a
record in a situation where a patient might
find a reason to sue. Elaborate tests and
malpractice insurance cost money that we
the patients end up paying.
"Physicians benefit economically from
having patients in the hospital and have
incentives to order more services, more
tests and more days in the hospital. Extra
treatments and tests can easily be rationalized in terms of patient benefit and quality
of care. Furthermore, rightly or wrongly,
physicians believe that a malpractice suit is
more likely to result from a test not done
than from doing a test that may not be
strictly necessary or from discharging a patient a bit sooner from the hospital," says
the Wali Street Journal(February 6, 1984).
• New Technology—Some argue that
modern medical care technology accounts
for as much as one-third of the price spiral.
There exist today an incredible array of
life-saving and life-prolonging procedures
and equipment which were the stuff of
dreams and science fiction novels a generation ago—organ transplants, coronary bypass surgery, sophisticated diagnostic
equipment like CAT scans and nuclear
magnetic resonance scanners for the detection of tumors,to say nothing of Barney
Clark's artificial heart. We are looking at
equipment that costs millions along with
procedures that run into the tens of thousands, enough to bankrupt on their own
funds through which benefits to our members are provided.
• Other Causes—Add to these problems
a steadily aging population; the greed of
doctors, pharmaceutical manufacturers,
medical building landlords, medical equip-
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the
ment makers and suppliers, and hospital
and nursing home entrepreneurs; unnecessary and sometimes dangerous surgeries;
restrictions on the use of auxiliary personnel like nurse practitioners, midwives, and
denturists; and the shifting of costs by hospitals and doctors from patients whose
care is paid for from limited public sources
like Medicare and Medicaid to private patients better able to pay. In short, there has
emerged in this country a medical-industrial complex which generates the transfer
of hundreds of billions of dollars from us
the consumers to those we trust with our
health. The temptation to exploit the system is frequently irresistible.

SYSTEM RUN AMOK
In the absence of a rationally planned,
organized and administered system of providing medical care, we have a system run
amok. Everyone blames someone else.
There is little consensus on what caused it,
few in the industry are prepared to take
responsibility for it, and there is even less
agreement as to what to do about it.
Often these days we come across the
phrase "cost containment"—a laudable

SHIFTING COSTS
Employers, we find in bargaining, have
their own view of "cost containment.- As
you would guess, however, their position
has much less to do with containing costs
than shifting them from their pockets to
yours. While labor and management alike
are adversely affected by the tremendous
boosts in insurance premiums, we part
company on what to do about it.
Employer proposals to contain their
costs, not yours, include:
•The introduction of employee contributions for premium payments, or increases in the workers' shares where contributions are already required.
• The elimination of existing benefits,
particularly for what some argue are peripheral benefits like dental care, vision
care, and psychiatric counseling, or reductions in present levels of benefits.

SEIWISPATONER

•Increased out-of-pocket expenses for
participants by increasing deductibles, like
raising the major medical deductibles in insured plans from $100 a year to $150,$200,
even $300 a year, and eliminating or curtailing -first-dollar" benefits which provide specific reimbursements for common
out-patient services like doctor visits, and
lab and x-ray work.
In addition, employers are experimenting with approaches which reduce existing
levels of benefits or require worker contributions, supplemented by the creation of
cash incentives to workers to reduce the
frequency by which they seek medical care
and thus reduce plan costs.
As AFL-CIO staffer Karen Ignagni notes,
"All of these plans reward people for under-utilizing or avoiding altogether any use
of health care services in the hopes that
employers will realize short-term reductions in health insurance premiums. The
reality is that these plans will encourage
workers to go without necessary treatment, which will only result over the long
run in higher health care costs."

"I really can't afford a second opinion. .

LABOR'S ROLE
Cost shifting is not, however, cost containment. While it would, if allowed, reduce employer costs, it would not address
the larger problems we face. Unions, in
their desire to protect and preserve what
we have long struggled to achieve, are increasingly taking the containment issue
head-on. As Cathy Schoen, Special Assistant to the President of the SEIU; puts it,
"Successful cost containment, however,
requires an informed, assertive and participatory role for representatives of workers

:ontainment requires an informed, assertive
fe for representatives of workers and their
hat providing for patient health care needs
and overriding goal of each health program
plan."
objective on its face, but one which means
different things to different people.
President Reagan says it's our fault. He
focuses on consumers as the source of the
cost spiral. His proposal proceeds from the
faulty premise that insurance plans which
provide necessary levels of reimbursement
are the root of the problem.
The administration continues to push for
limitations on the amount of health insurance which employers may provide tax
free — an unprecedented intrusion into the
collective bargaining process. He proposes
putting a ceiling on employer-paid health
plan premiums — $175 per month for families, $70 per month for individuals. Any
employer contributions in excess of these
amounts would be treated as taxable income. The Administration also proposes
charging Medicare beneficiaries more for
health care.
Critics of the Administration's proposals,
which include a unique coalition of the
AFL-CIO, the Chamber of Commerce, the
National Association of Manufacturers,
and the Health Insurance Association of
America—strange bedfellows to say the
least—argue that the only result will be
higher out-of-pocket costs to workers, penalizing workers who live in high medical
cost areas, and tremendous inequities in
insurance costs among groups with a preponderance of older workers.
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and their families to ensure that providing
for patient health care needs remains the
primary and overriding goal of each health
program and the overall health plan."
Unions have considered and are proposing several negotiated approaches to the
issue of cost containment. Not all of the
steps discussed here are necessarily relevant to all plans. What must be looked at
and analyzed on a plan by plan basis is

what the experience is under each plan.
Where have participants been receiving
care, what kind of care are they getting,
and how is it being provided? Effective
cost containment depends on our being
able to tailor remedies to what in fact is
happening.
Given the enormous proportion of costs
arising out of hospitalization, it makes
sense to look at ways of reducing the frequency and duration of hospitalizations,
and eliminating unnecessary or dangerous
services and procedures:
• Pre-authorization for non-emergency
admissions requires that individual doctors
seek and receive a determination whether
a patient's health requires hospitalization.
• Pre-admission testing requires that
certain diagnostic tests be conducted prior
to hospitAli7ation, and many plans now include restrictions on weekend admissions.
• Many plans require that a second medical opinion be provided prior to selected
elective surgical procedures. Reliable studies indicate, for example, that at least
one-third of the hysterectomies and twothirds of tonsilectomies are unnecessary
• Concurrent review, as Schoen explains, "looks at the necessity and appropriateness of treatment and continued inpatient care during a patient's hospital
stay. ..and has demonstrated an ability to
reduce length of stay."
• Retrospective review examines
whether the care that was delivered dur-

Where 1982 Health-Care Dollars Went
10.3%
8.5%
Nursing homes
$27.3 billion

2.7%

Other
$33.1 billion

42%
Hospitals
$135.5 billion .

Pubic health
$8.6 billion

4.3%
Research and
construction
$14 billion —

%-

—
Dental
$19.5 billion

Source: U.S. Depertrnent of Health & Human Services

What would you charge for a hint?"

ing hospitalization was necessary and appropriate to the patient's condition, and
whether or not, therefore, the full claim
should be paid. This may also include some
system for reviewing the accuracy and appropriateness of hospital charges and billing procedures.
* Many plans are increasing, often to
100%, the reimbursement that is provided
for surgery done some place other than in a
hospital. Many surgical procedures simply
do not require hospitalization, and can be
done efficiently and less expensively on an
out-patient basis
• Plans are making increasing use of extended care facilities, hospice care for the
dying, and home health care for those requiring custodial services as alternatives to
hospitalization.
While significant savings can be
achieved in the area of hospitalization,
there are other alternatives for more costeffective delivery of medical care to consider. Health Maintenance Organizations
which provide complete medical services
in return for the pre-payment of a specific
monthly charge provide economic incentives to practitioners to keep people well
and out of the hospital as compared to private doctors whose income is directly related to, and dependent on, the number of
patients they see and the amount of treatment that they provide.
Similar economic incentives are created
through the proper formation of Preferred
Provider Organizations(PPOs). Purchasers
of care in California now have the right to
negotiate predetermined rates with doctors and hospitals based on fair market
competition. In return for lower pre-negotiated rates a plan may be redesigned to
encourage use of "preferred providers."
For example, a plan may pay 90% of the
charges made by the preferred providers,
but only 70% of charges to providers who
have not negotiated contracts with the
plan. In effect, the PPO group of doctors
and hospitals agree to charge lower fees in
return for the plan providing them a steady
stream of customers. PPOs, like other providers, need to be carefully scrutinized as
to the quality of care.
Finally, as Cathy Schoen points out,
"Programs that improve or maintain workers' and family health can generate substantial long-term savings.- Included in
this category are alcohol and substance
abuse treatment, hypertension detection
and treatment programs located at or near
work sites, and programs specifically designed to monitor and prevent health problems which may be closely related to or
arising out of the kind and character of
work at particular facilities.
I have,in this article, confined myself to
a discussion of health care costs as they relate most immediately to ILWU members
and to the collective bargaining process.
Clearly, however, we function within a
health care system that is in desperate
need of fundamental change. The larger
questions which have to do with the quality, accessibility and cost of care for all
Americans,labor's persistent concern with
a national health program, and adequate
funding for Medicare and Medicaid are
subjects requiring continued analysis and
debate, and legislative solutions where appropriate.
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Tom Yagi honored
on retirement

PEOPLE

Local 29 member
honored by Scouts
SAN DIEGO — Joe Vinole, member of the
Marine Clerk's Unit of Local 29, recently
received the highest local award for volunteers from the Boy Scouts of America.
Vinole, with 11 years in scouting, received the Silver Beaver Award January 21
for his work as Cub Master with Pack 444
of Wiggen School, which is made up almost
entirely of handicapped children, "according to Local 29 Secretary-Treasurer Sam
Vargas.
More than 1,000 scouting volunteers attended the 66th Council Annual Meeting at
the Al Bahr Shrine Temple where Vinole
received his award.
Vinole's 11 years in scouting are the
fewest years of service for any recipient of
the Silver Beaver.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Vinole and his wife Juanita, also active
in handicapped scouting, were also named
"Scouters who make a difference" by the
Torrey Pines District.
Juanita Vinole helped organize scouting
programs at two local schools, conducts
three mid-afternoon meetings a week at
her schools and has two den meetings a
week at home.
Joe, besides his work with Pack 444, is
Cubmaster of Longfellow School PTA Pack
206.
The scouting units under the Vinoles' supervision have participated every year in
the Scout Fair and the Scout-a-rama.

WAILUKU—Thomas Yagi, who retired as
Maui Division director, effective January
1, was honored at a testimonial banquet
held at the Maui Lu Hotel ballroom on JanGlad to see the picture of Peggy Maher in
uary 21.
our paper.
A good cross-section of the community,
It is the first B registration as a female to
union officials and rank and file ILWU be dispatched out of the Local 12 Hiring
members, attended the affair.
Hall.
Yagi, 62,served 38 years as a fulltime ofHowever, it is not the first female to be
ficial. The 1983 Local 142 Biennial Conven- officially dispatched to the docks by Local
tion adopted a resolution which highlights 12.
Yagi's accomplishments as ILWU leader.
I can't remember the year but maybe
Speakers at the banquet included the fo- 1938, the telephone workers were on
lowing: Local 142 President Eddie La.pa, strike. We dispatched some male workers
Regional Director Tommy Trask,Lt. Gover- as casuals. There were two women operanor John Vliaihee, Senator Mamoru Yama- tors who showed up and we dispatched
saki, Ex-Maui Mayor Elmer Cravalho, them to unfilled jobs as "front men." The
Colin Cameron of Maui Land & Pineapple regular front men had called for relief and
Co., and Susumu Ono, board chairman of we filled the gangs with the two women.
the State Department of Land & Natural
The bosses raised hell but they stayed on
Resources, who represented Governor the job until after 2 or 3 days the bosses
George Ariyoshi.
found a way to get rid of them. The way
Newly elected John Arisumi, who suc- was lack of adequate toilet facilities for
ceeded Yagi as Maui Division chief, served each sex.
as master of ceremonies.
Incidentally, the telephone workers, a
Resolutions from the State Legislature new Union, Won the strike and a few men
were read and presented to Yagi from the went on as casuals and finally to full regisState, by Yamasaki, and by Maui Rep. Her- tration.
bert Honda.
Full support for workers on strike is a
A message from International President must at all times.
James Herman was read to the aAsemblage.
Don Brown

Local 12 women

Auxiliary awards
10-year pins

JOE VINOLE

SAN FRANCISCO—Local 6 president Al
Lannon urged members of Auxiliary #16 to
vote President Reagan out of office this fall
and help celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the ILWU at the January 14 Bang-Up New
Year's Pot Luck and Gift Exchange meeting
of the ILWU women's group.
Also, 10 women were awarded for 25
years of service to the Auxiliary. They
were: Sisters Beatrice Brown, Ida Mae
Fletcher, Mary Gonzales, Effie Pickering,
Sally Pine, Lillie Stoneham, Clara Unamum, Betty Wald, Attilla Geeter and Ann
Macdonald, whose pin was given posthumously to her daughters Claudia Lackee
and Kathy Watson.
Sister Macdonald, the widow of "Red
Macdonald, longtime activist of Local 6,
died December 31. She will be sorely
missed by all who knew her.
Three sisters rejoined the chapter and
one new member joined, secretary Lillian
Gary said.

Auxiliary 17 honors
25-year member
OAKLAND — Auxiliary 17 honored
Luevirda Jackson with a Certificate of Appreciation and a 25-year pin at its February
meeting. Clydenia Austin, Northern California Vice-President of the Federated
Auxiliaries made the presentation, which
was also witnessed by Elaine Yoneda, President of Auxiliary 16, San Francisco.
Sister Jackson, wife of Local 10 retiree
James Jackson, served the Auxiliary in
many capacities during her twenty-five
years of membership. She was a past Treasurer, acted as Historian, aided in fund
raising, helped to serve coffee at election
mobilizations and ILWU Caucuses, and for
various years she was elected as a delegate
to State and Federated Auxiliaries Conventions.
am pleased and proud to have received the 25-year pin," said Sister Jackson. "And throughout the years I have enjoyed my membership in Auxiliary 17 and
have been glad to work in whatever capacity I could. I will continue to serve whenever I can."

RICHMOND, Calif.—Ken Austin, a retired member of ILWU Local 10, died on
February 14. Bom in 1899 and raised in the
State of Washington, Austin went to sea at
an early age. He was a member of the Industrial Workers of the World.
Austin sailed through the 1920s—a bleak
period for all trade unionists—joining the
Marine Workers Industrial Union later in
brought with it
that decade. -The
the hope and a program to fight the shipowners," said Local 10 retiree Bill Bailey,
an old friend."Kennyjoined the union and
did his share of uniting the seamen for the
struggle that loomed on the horizon."
During the 1934 maritime strike, Austin
led the strike on his own ship, "and the
entire crew followed him down the gangway," Bailey recalls. He first joined the
Sailors Union of the Pacific, then sailed
through the National Maritime Union during the war. He joined Local 10 after the
war. -A strong advocate of seniority
rights, Kenny was a militant fighter for
union principles. He served well on various
committees over the years including promotions."
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Local 6 members clean up act at Heublein

UNION,EMPLOYER HELP
Heublein and ILWU Local 6 have donated $50 each to help the volunteer program, in which addicts become "aware
that you're not in the world alone," Carl
said.
"In order to maintain my sobriety, I have
got to help other people," Carl told The
Dispatcher in an interview. As a former
drug user, he knows it is critical for the addicts to see "there is a way out. There is a
way to start a new life."
Carl himself benefits from the &set',
sions and counseling within his group,
even as he attends "four or five meetings a
week myself" at NA.
-The sessions at Drugs Anonymous remind me of who I was, the things I went
through," he said. "1 only have six months

of sobriety. That doesn't mean you'll never
drink or use drugs again. But it's about one
day at a time."
That slogan especially helps the addicts
fight panic by focusing them on their daily

triumphs."I don't worry if I'm going to use
tomorrow, all I want to do is stay sober today," Carl said. "If you say 'I am not going
to have a drink for the rest of my life,'
that's discouraging."

Alcohol Problems?
If you are a longshoreman, clerk or boss with an alcohol
problem, or know one, contact the ILWU-PMA Alcoholism
Recovery Program representative in your area. They are
trained to offer personal and family counseling, referral and
other services—all on a confidential basis.
Southern California
Ed Torres, Local 13
1316A North Avalon
Wilmington, CA 90744
Phone:(213)549-9066

Northern California
George Cobbs, Local 10
400 North Point St.
San Francisco,CA 94133
Phone:(415)776-8363

Columbia RiveriOregon Coast Area
Jim Copp,Local 8
5665 North East Glisan, Suite #2
Portland, Oregon 97213
Phone:(503)231-4882

Local 12, retired

Ken Austin, Local 10

Alcoholism, drug addiction

MENLO PARK—Until six months ago,
Bob Carl(not his real name),30, had a "13year career with drugs and alcohol, But
after reaching emotional and physical
"rock bottom" hejoined Narcotics Anonymous(NA).
Carl is an 81/2-year employee at Heublein
and a member of ILWU Local 6. He's been
sober for six months, has a 41/2-month
string of perfect attendance on thejob and,
most important, has started a chapter of
Drugs Anonymous (DA) to help other
Heublein workers and their spouses cope
with their "dual addictions" to drugs and
alcohol.
Eight people attend the program's meetings, which started six weeks ago. Every
Tuesday from 4 to 5 p.m. at St. Anthony's
church, Carl and his fellow addicts variously listen to lectures by former addicts,
discuss a range of topics or bare their own
souls.
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'Prima donnas'
Has any American union person ever
wondered why the purpose of the 1936
Spanish Civil War is not understood by
Americans? It seems that the Spanish
working people had some sort of start with
trade unionism going for them. Franco,
with the help of Hitler, totally crushed the
trade unions of Spain at that time. We are
not told of this because we, as trade unionists, in America, might get worried that
the same thing was about to happen here!
Our government has no Hitler to help them
break the union movement, but they always have the bayonets of the military, the
clubs and gas bombsof the local police, and
grinding apathy of our own union members
to crush out labor's gains in this country.
How many of our own union brothers are
going to back Reagan and his deadly union
busters this Fall? Why do blue collar workers proudly argue about their rights to vote
any way they please . . .isn't it a free country, don't we have rights, and aren't all the
high-class superintendents Republicans
and don't all educated people vote Republican?
People who hold down union jobs, that
union blood has paid for, go to the polls
every year and vote in union-breaking republicans because they say that is their
right. How many brothers have thought of
the possibility that we may have to stand
picket duty with shot-guns, bowie knives,
and fire axes in the near future? Isn't it
time to make new members at least swear
an oath to their union, backing it up with
their lives like their fathers did in 1934?
The trouble with labor has been those
prima donnas who need the union benefits
but hate the guts of all unions. And thus
will not stand humbly with all other union
brothers in the cause of a united labor
brotherhood.
As union members, we do not have a
choice this Fall. For, unless we are pigheaded, we know who the union busters
are. We simply have to swing a block vote
towards the future of labor in this country.

Jess E. Stewart
Local 52, Seattle

Puget Sound!Washington Area
Frank Dwyer, Local 19
Smith Tower Building
Room 2121
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104
Phone:(206)621-1038

British Columbia/Canadian Area
Hugh MacLean
2735 East Hastings St., Office 201
Vancouver, BC V51C1Z8
Phone:(604)253-5622
Home:467-1002
Emergency: 685-0341
metro pager 2507

Trickle Up
What happened to the "trickle down"
economic theory that we all learned about?
General Motors makes $5 billion in profits and closes more plants and lays off more
workers. GM pays no taxes; cuts the work
force; and makes huge profits on the auto
loans they make. They sold less cars last
year than in 1978, yet they made record
profits?
Looks pretty much like "trickle up" to
me; in a country where one percent of the
population (about 1,350,000 people) have
35% of the wealth, it makes, you wonder
how much is enough?
Oink, oink, oink, oink!

Robert "Skip" Melcher
Local
) 10 L,
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GM's secret
wage-freeze
plan blasted
DETROIT -- General Motors Corp 's hope
to eliminate nearly 80,000 workers by 1986
and substitute profit sharing for annual
pay raise, is -wishful thinking," UAW
president Owen Bieber said.
GM's strategy, contained in a document
called "Actions to Influence the Outcome
of Bargaining." also calls for the instil ution
of a two-tier system — under which new
employees would earn much less money.
The GM-UAW contract expires September 17 and negotiations, against the backdrop of the car maker's $3,7 billion profits
for 1983, are scheduled to begin in July.
Company executives "are engaging in
wishful thinking if they think they can persuade our GM membership to accept less
than it deserves," Bieber said. "GM's declared intention to drastically reduce the
size of its workforce before the end of this
decade merely reinforces the need to make
job security our top bargaining priority."

WORKFORCE REDUCTION
GM wants to reduce its unionized
workforce from 370,000 to under 300,000
during the next three years, according to
the 18-page report, authored by GM's vice
president for industrial relations, Alfred S.
Warren Jr.
The company joins the chorus of companies claiming the need to reduce wages
and benefits for new employees in order to
remain comPetitive
But workers at its Packard Electric Division in Warren, t )hio, rejected a contract in
1983, because it would have allowed GM to
pay $6 an hour for new hires Versus the $20
current workers can earn.
GM also wants to -expand profit sharing" by employees worked out in 1982 negotiations, while breaking the 30-year patannual raises and cost of living
tern of
increases, according to the document.
Warren, GM's chief negotiator, also anticipates a union outcry over executive
bonuses. GM chairman Roger B. Smith is
expected to receive more than $500,000 in
April, for example. Under the employee
profit sharing plan, the average worker
will receive about $600.

Lucky's won't buy
scab Church lettuce
OAKLAND—In a positive turn for the
United Farm Workers, Lucky Stores is
dropping purchase of Bruce Church iceberg lettuce as of February 17.
Bruce Church lettuce—marketed under
brand names of Red Coach, Friendly,
Green Valley Farms, and Lucky—has been
the target for five years of an AFL-CIO
boycott, stemming from an unbroken
string of unfair labor practices against
UFW membersforced out on strike in 1979.
The decision by the East Bay-based
Lucky chain to give up Church lettuce was
triggered by a late December finding by the
state's Agricultural Labor Relations Board
that the grower had engaged in massive
unfair labor practices over the past four
years:In its December 27 decision, the
farm board ordered Church to make whole
field workers who lost pay since the
strike's start in 1979.
-We have advised Bruce Church that effective February 17 we will discontinue
buying produce from them because of the
decision,- Lucky announced in midJanuary.
Since the dispute began the UFW and
others have carried on picketing and other
efforts at some Lucky stores aimed at encouraging the chain, California's second
largest, to halt purchase of Church's
produce.

Portland ROM° dock
PORTLAND—First vessel to call the Port
of Portland's newly completed roll-onirolloff (RO IRO) dock at Terminal 4 was the
Dilkara, a Pacific-Australia Direct (PA,I?)
Line ship. The $400,000 facility was completed February 18. The old facility at Terminal 2(600 feet as compared to the one at
Terminal 4, which is 1,500 feet long) was
too small for the new generation of vessels.
The Port's Marine Director, Captain Peter Norwood told reporters the new dock
will offer a more efficient operation potential for other companies with RO/R0 vessels, which most recently included ships
from the China Ocean Shipping Co.,the national carrier of the People's Republic.

DON'T BUY L-P--The Lumber, Production and Industrial Workers (AFL-CIO)
have asked all working people not to buy products manufactured by the Louisiana-Pacific Co. Some 10,000 members of the LPIW have been on strike against
this giant lumber conglomerate since last August, in an effort to protect the
contract negotiated with the rest of the industry. L-P at that time arbitrarily broke
away from the industry's bargaining group which has agreed, without a strike,
1
2% in
to settlement providing for no wage adjustment in 1983,4% in 1984 and 4/
1985. L-P products include L-P Wolmanizer, Cedartone, Wferboard, Fibrepine,
Oro-Board, Redex, Sidex, Ketchikan, Pabco, Xonlite, L-P-X, L-P Forester and LP Home Centers.

Labor board ruling revives issue
of jobless benefits for strikers
In what could be a major assist for unions
trying to resist wage cuts in this era of socalled "concession bargaining," an administrative law judge has ruled that workers
who go on strike because of such cuts are
entitled to unemployment benefits.
If the ruling is upheld on appeal, employers angrily complain, it will mean that they
could end up helping workers finance
strikes becausejobless benefits come out of
an employer-financed fund.
Like most other states, a long-standing
California law says that if workers leave
theirjobs -because of a trade dispute"—in
other words, they go out on strike when
contract talks collapse—they are not entitled to jobless benefits, which currently
run to a maximum of $166 week.
That has traditionally been so clear that
few strikers or their unions even bother to
apply for jobless benefits to help them
weather their walkout.
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workers went on strike.
Arguments over whether strikers should
be paid unemployment benefits have been
going on for decades,and two cases back in
1944 have generally been considered as
the basis for not paying such benefits. But
union attorney Spieczny said Local 229's
case is a sign that during recessionary
times, the issue will come up again.
The meat packers in San Diego are appealing the judge's decision and the companies' attorney, Lynn K. Thompson, said
Judge Davis has "subverted the expressed
language of the statute that says the state
must remain neutral in trade disputes."
Clearly, she maintained, if the state and
the courts can decide the employer decision to cut wages is wrong, then they have
not remained neutral in the labor dispute.

After a seven-day strike, dock workers
at three of the four idle ports on the east
coast returned to work February 15.
Members ofthe International Longshoremen's Association(ILA)at the Boston port
had not ratified a contract when The Dispatcher went to press. ILA Local 333 in
Baltimore's harbor, which had voted
against the contract on February 8, returned to work under a court order
granted at the request of the Steamship
Trade Association (STA), employer representative at the port.
Dock workers at other Atlantic and Gulf
harbors, including New York and New Jersey, had voted to accept the new threeyear Master Contract (and related local
pacts), and continued working during the
strike. The master contract increases the
basic wage for the nearly 50,000 dockworkers at 36 ports by one dollar an hour in
each year of the pact.
Also, employer contributions to pensions, which increased 25 cents an hour in
the first year, would increase an additional
25 cents in the second and third, rising to
$3.75 over term. Payments to health-welfare, up 17 cents an hour in the first year,
would increase 17 cents in the second and
16 cents in the third, rising to $2.50 over
term.

Political action keyed
at IWA convention
OLYMPIA—The International Woodworkers' of America Region 3 Convention
drew 100 delegates from Oregon, Washington,California,Idaho. Montana and Alaska
to the Westwater Inn February 27-29.
The emphasis was on political action.
The theme was underlined by ILWU
Northwest Regional Director G. Johnny
Parks, a featured guest speaker, who addressed the convention in the absence of
Jim Herman who was attending a meeting
of the ILWU International Executive
Board.
Labor's top priority between now and
November,Parks said, should be getting its
members registered to vote so as to get
Ronald Reagan out of the White House.
Parks tore into Reagan's policies including his stacking of the NLRB, and said his
actions in office had benefitted only the
arms industry, the multinationals, and corporations like Louisiana-Pacific.
"I don't care who the Democratic candidate is. I'm not too in'terested in names because I'll personally vote for anyone who
runs against Ronald Reagan,- he said to
thunderous applause.

"GOOD CAUSE"
But in what could become a precedentsetting decision, Eugene L. Davis, administrative law judge for the California Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board, said
striking butchers at three meat packing
companies in San Diego should get jobless
benefits because the companies cut their
wages by more than 22%.
Those cuts were so severe, he reasoned,
that the butchers left their jobs "for good
cause.
Davis conceded that there is a section of
the law which says workers who leave
theirjobs to go on strike cannot get jobless
benefits, but he concluded that when the
butchers' wages were cut by more than
22 ,that was enough -good cause" tojustify their decision to go on strike.
The -good cause- section was put in the
law to help workers who,for instance, may
have quit their jobs because their employers deliberately forced them to decide to
leave by drastically changing their condition of employment.
This was essentially the -argument used
by Nancy Spreczny, attorney for the United
Food and Commercial Workers Local 229,
who contended that it is discriminatory to
refusejobless benefits to union members if
they leave theirjobs and call it a strike because their bosses cut their wages substantially while individual workers who leave
for the same reason get the benefits.

HISTORY
The butchers were willing to take a pay
cut, but not as much as the meat packing
firms demanded, according to Oliver
Holmes, vice president of the international
union, and the employers put the cuts of
more than 22% into effect before the

SF labor backs striking janitors
FRANCISCO—Representatives
SAN
from Bay Area Labor Councils and unions
joined the Theater Janitors Local 9 in a
mass picket and rally outside the Galaxy
movie theater on its opening night February 17.
Built by United Artists, the glass building
at Van Ness and Sutter streets will be picketed daily as part of Local 9's boycott of UA
and Syufy theaters. The local's 225 members have been picketing the houses for 28
months, and asks pickets from other
unions to join them on the line outside the
Galaxy every Saturday night.
The line on opening night included members of the San Francisco, Alameda and
San Mateo Labor Councils and SEIU sister
locals 87, 250 and 505, which "moved (its)
hiring hall to the picket line,- said Charlie

Ridgell, Local 9 Business Representative.
Members of Bay Area ILWU locals also participated.
"Once you get a whole lot of people
(ticket buyers) lined up they feel
strength," Ridgell said "We kept up the
speech-making till about 9:30."
Local 9, which Ridgell said has been decertified, has not had a meeting with VA
for two months. There haven't been -real
negotiations for over a year" he said."Just
about everybody (in Local 9) is working
elsewhere."
The local's picket line in December
slowed construction at the Galaxy when
workers refused to cross the line, Ridgell
told Northern California Labor. The
movie house was supposed to open during
the Christmas season, he said.
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'Notch gap' remedies
make no progress
WASHINGTON—Legislative proposals to
eliminate the so-called "Notch Gap- between certain social security recipients
have not yet spurred Congressional action.
- An estimated 4.8 million people born between 1917 and 1921 are receiving lower
monthly social security payments than
people born before 1916.
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The cotton compressing business moved into the San Joaquin Valley in the late 1920s, but only became an
important part of the Fresno-Bakersfield economy after workers in the LA Harbor unionized. Labor followed the
compresses into the valley beginning in 1937.
This month's "Corning of the Union" feature—in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the ILWU—features the recollections of George Lee, who went to work at the Anderson
Clayton Co.'s Western Compress in San Pedro shortly after
the'34 strike. Lee went on to become an ILWU organizer and
an officer of warehouse Local 26.
The organization of Western Compress was a direct result
of the '34 strike, and created the necessity of further organizing in the cotton industry. Wages and conditions in San Pedro
soon improved enough to draw attention to the low pay and
miserable conditions endured by compress workers in the
Fresno and Bakersfield area. In 1937, under the leadership of
Lee and CIO organizer Hursel Alexander, the first organizing

drive began in the Central Valley. The compress jurisdiction of
ILWU chemical workers Local 78 and warehouse Local 26
dates back to these efforts.
The interviews with Lee were conducted under the auspices of the ILWU-University of California Oral History Project, funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Interviewers were Dispatcher editor Danny Beagle, ILWUNEH Project Director Dave Wellman, and coordinator Harvey
Schwartz.
In succeeding issues, we will present the additional recollections of longshoremen, warehouse workers, agricultural
workers and other ILWU members of the early days of the
ILWU in their respective industries.

The'notch' years were set by Congress in
1977 as the phase-in period of a new benefits formula to help ensure the solvency of
the Social Security system.
The issue first gained wide notice in September when syndicated columnist Abigail
Van Buren published a letter from a
-Notch Year Baby- in her -Dear Abby"
column. She has written more since then
and Congress is being flooded with letters
from worried constituents.
The House Select Committee on Aging,
chaired by Representative Edward Roybal,
(D-Ca), is receiving more than 60 letters
daily.
Roybal and Rep. Barney Frank(D-Mass),
as well as Rep. Tom Lantos (D-Ca) have
sponsored bills that would correct the gap,
which amounts to $88.30 more being paid
to recipients born before 1917.
However, House Ways and Means Committee chairman Dan Rostenkowski(Dill)
has resisted pressures to change the law.
He is insisting, in letters to his constituents,
that the difference in payments occur only
•*in a limited number of cases.-

Starting in 1936

'Pedro compress workers learned ropes,
laid groundwork for more organizing
There was no respect for us. We had a
saying going at that time—you had to
cut the mustard. And what that meant
was that you had to work your ass off or
else you wouldn't have a job.
It was during the fall of 1936 that we
were receiving a lot of bad cotton from
Calexico and from Arizona at that time.
It was very bulky, a lot of it was damaged,and it was hard to handle. Many
of the bands were busted. They had car
loads of this stuff, and they were requiring people to work seven days a week,
ten hours a day and more,and of course
they were trying to keep the press moving as quick as they could. We had no
break at all.

LOT OF WHISPERING
There was a lot of whispering and
complaining, but nobody was really agitating to do anything specific at first. A
lot of the guys were old-timers. They
had a pretty good deal, they had been
there 25-30 years, they were glad to
have a job. They were also a little
scared. There were other guys that
maybe wanted to rebel, but they didn't
know how.
The idea really came from Jake
Payne. He was an old-timer, very respected, very strong, but didn't express
himself very well. He said that he didn't
want to have to do no picket duty in
front of his house. What he meant by
that is that he was working too many
long hours, he was exhausted and that
when he went home he couldn't do no
business with his wife, He didn't want
to have to worry about doing no picket
duty to keep the other men away from
his back stairs. Doctor couldn't help
him,he said, hejust wanted some relief.
He planted that idea, and pretty soon,
we were talking about what to do.
So there was a lot of whispering
around that we wouldn't work this particular day, and we all got to work one
morning but we didn't start up the machines. We didn't know exactly what
else we were going to do. Wejust assembled in the press room and refused to go
to work.

The President of the company (Western Compress) at that time was D. C.
Dillinger. He was located down on Sixth
Street. The plant superintendent, P. C.
Lacy, called Dillinger to the plant, and
his expression was,'What do you boys
want?' Nobody said nothing. So I spoke
up—you know I was 19 years old at the
time and I thought the whole thing was
going under anyway—and I said, 'We
want fifty cents an hour more and a
smoke break.' He said, 'You got a quarter,' and he agreed to the smoke break.
Everyone yelled and went back to
work.

UNDER SURVEILLANCE
At that point Dillinger told Lacy to
bring me upstairs to the office, and he
told him, 'I don't want him trucking. I
don't want him working with the other
guys. I want him to check cotton in
front of the press at all times. I thought
it was a promotion. I didn't understand,
because I was so young, but I understand now that I was put there to keep
me under surveillance, so that I
couldn't create or arouse any more disturbances.
After we cleared up that cargo from
Calexico, and things slowed down a little, they sent for me to come upstairs.

George Lee was 19 yews old In 1936
when workers at Anderson-Claytw's
Western Compress got organized.

Lacy said,'Do you have a memo on this
smoke break?' 1 said, 'No sir.' He said.
'Well, God damn it. no more smoke
break! Cut this shit out and get back to
the job!' We had nothing in writing you
see. Chagrined, 1 was to go back and tell
the guys that this guy made an ass out of
me, you don't have a smoke break any
more. But it really geared the guys up.
because they had learned ,that in concert they had some power. So they accepted it, but they said that next year,
when it happens again when we have
another load of bad cotton, if he wants a
memo, we'll give him a memo, and
we're going to wipe his ass with it!

INTO THE00
Now after we organized, we didn't
have any idea how to get a charter. But
this Rev. Jones who was formerly a„..
member of the ILA in New Orleans, he
knew all the tricks and he was sort of
our advisor. He secured the charter for
us, and we paid our dues to him up on
41st and Hoover for awhile.
But it was in November of 1936 that
by a vote of the members we decided it
was just bullshit because all they were
doing was paying dues to him. He never
did anything but get us our charter from
the AFL. If we had a problem, we'd go
up to his office and see him and he'd say
he'd 'see about it,' and that was about
it. It was around that time that we went
with the rest of the dock locals into the
CIO.
We started a steward system. We
learned that from ILWU Vice President
Bob Robertson. He told us that we
didn't need him or anyone else, just a
rank and file leader in every department—a receiving steward, a warehouse steward, a press steward, and a
break-out steward. We would meet every Sunday at someone's house, and we
got things under control pretty well. We
put an end to the business of people lining up across the street shaping up for
work—the union controlled the hiring,
and we pretty much ran the whole
show, We did a good job for them, too.

Local 10, San Francisco
Members of longshore Local 10 last
month elected the following officers for
1984: President, Larry Wing; vice-president (honorary), Willie Zenn; secretarytreasurer welfare director, Tom Lupher.
Business agents are Tommy Clark and Tony
Winstead. Tom Perez, Charlie "West
Coast" Wells, Guy Whitaker, Ralph Rooker
and George Galarza are the dispatchers.
Dennis Capiti is hiring hall sergeant-atarms.
Committee members are: Promotions—
Howard E. Oliver, Sheltie Turpie, Andrew
Dillaney, Roy Overton and Joe Bangay.
Grievance—Joe Bangay, Joe Lavin, Rudy
Garcia, John H. Ellis, Clarence Carr, Enrique Roman, Joey Perez, and T.C. Redmond. Publicity—N.F. "Newspaper Nick"
Granich, William P. Watkins and Roy Overton. Investigating—Howard Keylor, Joe
Lavin, Robert Costa, Howard E. Oliver.
Amos Ross was elected to the appeals
board.
Northern California District Council delegates are Joe Lucas, William P "Bill"
Watkins, Larry Wing, Charlie Wells and
Ralph Rooker.
Willie Zenn, Larry Wing, Tom Lupher,
Bill Bancroft, William P Watkins, Howard
Keylor, Joe Lucas, Carl "Smitty- Smith,
Charlie Wells and Ralph Rooker will be the
caucus convention delegates. Members for
the board of trustees are Louis Mendoza,
Tommy Clark, Roy Overton, Al Broussard
and David Stewart. A 35-member executive board was also elected.

Local 1 Pensioners, Raymond
The new officers for the Local 1, Raymond, Washington pensioners are: President, Jack Spurrell; vice-president, Auni
Keiski; and secretary-treasurer. Edna
Douglas,

Columbia River Council
The Columbia River District Council has
reelected Norm Lowery, Local 8, President: Doyle Peg an, also of Local 8, was
elected Vice-President; John Olson, Local
40, Secretary-Treasurer; and Bob Boyer,
1BU; Bob Gauthier. Local 50; and Tuke Richardsove,Local If2.Arustticsog.
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International responds to Bildisco decision:

'We are not without power'
WASHINGTON, DC -- The Supreme
Court decision affording, employers much
greater ease in using bankruptcy procedures to nullify union contracts, certainly
provides employers with a powerful
weapon in bargaining.
"But it is important that our locals keep
this decision in perspective," said EIMU
President Jim Herman in a memo to all US
ILWU locals. -Bildisco, no matter how we
cut it is a setback for workers and unions.
But we are not without power and maneuvering room. What is required is sound
judgment and concern for the facts."

NO BLANK CHECK
The first part of the decision—under
which a company which has filed for bankruptcy ma); cancel a union contract without proving that the enforcement of said
contract would cause immediate collapse—
is -not a blank check,- Herman said.
-In bankruptcy cases where an employer seeks to abrogate a union contract,
the union will have the opportunity to
show,if it can,that the contract is not burdensome — for example, that large management bonuses or huge dividend payments are the cause of the problem, not the
union contract. Even if the contract is
found to be burdensome, the Bankruptcy
Court must balance the equities involved.
"In a recent case, according to counsel
for the International, a bankruptcy judge
applied equitable principles by conditioning his order permitting the rejection of a
union contract on the employer making a
comparable reduction in management
wages and bonuses."
But the second part of the case, in which
the court ruled 5-4 that a company can
break its union contract as soon as it files
its bankruptcy petition, without waiting
for any decision from Bankruptcy Court,
"is more troubling," Herman continued.

"Here again, however, the union is not
helpless. While the contract may be abrogated, the union's right to representation
continues. The -new entity", the bankrupt, is required to bargain in good faith
with the union on the terms and conditions
of employment. And the union may strike
the -new entity" if it refuses to bargain in

good faith, or if it bargains to an impasse
under standard labor law doctrine.

A NEW STANDARD
What's likely to evolve out of the
Sadism decision?
"For most employers, those who continue to operate profitably and who have
no desire to incur the stigma of bank-
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ruptcy, the decision is of no particular consequence. For marginal employers, however, and those whose hate for the union is
so great that they would go to any lengths
to have us dumped,a new standard of conduct is imposed on the union in order for it
to maintain jurisdiction and protect its bargaining status.
"We cannot be cavalier in our treatment
of employers who approach the union for
mid-term contract concessions. Such proposals cannot, without risk, be rejected out
of hand.The union should meet and confer
with employers over their proposals. Most
important, each local union must insist
that such employers document in a clear
and convincing manner that their proposals are justified, in fact required, in order
to stave off filing for bankruptcy and continuing operations. Staff at the International are available to help in such situations. You may also wish to involve counsel
for your local in dealing with such matters.
'It is important that our locals keep tabs
on what might be failing employers. Discuss the situation, find out what sacrifices
other groups of employees are being asked
to make. If an employer files in bankruptcy, the local may decide to enter the
case to ensure that the whole burden of
rejection does not fall on the bargaining;
unit, but is spread equitably among all concerned."

CONTRACT LANGUAGE
The memo concludes with some suggested contract provisions "which might
insulate ILWU locals from some of the impact of the Bildisco conclusion." Such provisions might include agreement by the
employer to give advance notice of intent
to file bankruptcy, to provide the union
with detailed information supporting the
employer's claim, and to bargain in good
faith on alternative measures to avoid the
necessity of filing for bankruptcy. Language providing that the employer will not
seek permission from the Bankruptcy
Court to reject the entire union agreement,
"but only those economic terms and conditions which impose upon it significant financial burdens threatening continued operation," is also suggested.

Bildisco decision a watershed in bankruptcy law
—continuedfrom page 1
ganization ruling from the bankruptcy
court.
The case in question involved Bildisco, a
New Jersey building supply company,
which filed for reorganization under the
bankruptcy laws in 1980. At the time,
about 40% of the company's labor force
was represented by Teamsters Local 408.
After filing under Chapter 11, Bildisco refused to pay wage increases or fringe benefits required by the union contract, and refused to turn over to the union the dues it
had collected from its employees.

LOOSER STANDARD
While the National Labor Relations
Board found Bildisco guilty of committing
unfair labor practices, the company was
upheld on appeal to the US Court of Appeals. The court at that time declared that
the company was not compelled to demonstrate that adherence to union contracts
threatened its very survival, but simply
that such adherence was "burdensome.
The Supreme Court has now upheld this
more “liberal- standard. Writing for the
unanimous court, Associate Justice William Rehnquist said that a labor agreement
could be voided if the company could show
that such contract “burdens the estate,"
and if the bankruptcy court concludes after -careful scrutiny- that the -equities
balance in favor of rejecting the labor contract."
Rehnquist argued that the standards
urged by the NLRB and the Teamsters—
that the company should be held to its labor contracts unless it faced imminent failure—was -fundamentally at odds with the
policies of flexibility and equity built into
Chapter 11."
But before granting a company's request
for release from its contracts, Rehnquist
said, the bankruptcy court should assure
itself that the company has made "reasonable efforts" to negotiate with the union
over contract changes.If ajudge refused to
approve a company's revocation of union
contracts, and the company has already
done so on its own, then thejudge has the
authority to award back pay.

COURT SPLIT
The court split 5-4 on the second issue—
whether a company is guilty of an unfair
labor practice if it unilaterally breaks its
agreement during the period between fil-

ing for bankruptcy and getting a formal
ruling from the bankruptcy court.
Enforcement of the contract during this
period, said Rehnquist, representing the
majority, would undermine whatever benefit the company obtains by its authority to
request rejection of the agreement. "The
filing of the petition in bankruptcy means
that the collective bargaining agreement is
no longer immediately enforceable and
may never be enforceable again," he said.
But Justice William J. Brennan Jr. and
three other dissenters warned that the decision buys breathing space for the employer at the expense of the spirit of the
National Labor Relations Act. The part of
the ruling permitting companies to break
contracts before a court ruling "will, I believe, spawn precisely the type of industrial strife that the National Labor Relations Act was designed to avoid," said
Brennan.

WATERSHED

The court's decision, legal experts said,
was a watershed in the development of
bankruptcy law. Traditionally, bankruptcy
proceedings were a route designed to buy
time, permitting routine cancellations of

business arrangements, from sales agreements to purchases of paper clips, telephones and window-washing services. Traditionally, lower courts have afforded
labor contracts a certain degree of deference.
But within the past several years there
have been filings by comparatively healthy
companies for other reasons—to avoid asbestos liability, as in the case of Manville;
or other union contracts, as in the case of
Continental Airlines or Wilson Foods. The

question before the court was whether
these filings were acceptable under Bankruptcy Code; after Bildisco, they are.
The seeds of the current problem were
planted in the 1978 rewrite of the Bankruptcy Code, a job which, the LA
Times editorialized recently, Congress
-botched." Among its many other problems, the new law did not actually require
demonstration of insolvency for a voluntary bankruptcy filing—just a projected insolvency.

Legislative remedies proposed
BAL HARBOUR, Fla—The "gaping hole
in contract rights" opened by the Supreme
Court bankruptcy decision last month has
sent labor and its congressional allies scurrying for legislative repair.
News of the February 22 decision was
delivered to the AFL-CIO as its Executive
Council was meeting in Florida.
Laurence Gold, the Federation's special
counsel, told reporters the labor move-

Board blasts bankruptcy ruling
(Thefollowing statement ofpolicy on the Supreme Court's decision in the
Bildisco case was unanimously approved by the1LWUInternationalExecutive Board, meeting in Honolulu February 28-29.)
The decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in the Bildisco case is an outrageous
attack on the trade union movement, and can't help but further destabilize the
system of labor relations which has already been broadsided time and again by the
Reagan appointees to the National Labor Relations Board.
The Court, by a vote of 5 to 4, has riled that once a company has filed a bankruptcy petition, merely filed for, not proven bankruptcy it may unilaterally breach
its labor agreements while awaiting the bankruptcy court's formal permission to do
so. While the company retains the obligation to bargain on a replacement contract,
it cannot be found guilty of an unfair labor practice for breaching the old one,
It is inconceivable that the framers ofthe bankruptcy laws intended those laws to
be used as a device to undermine and destroy collectively bargained labor agreements. The decision of the Court treats workers as chattel, no more or less important than other company property, and simply provides employers and employer
consultants around the country with one more weapon to harass and intimidate the
trade union movement.The Bildisco decision clearly contradicts the basic thrust of
long-established Federal labor policy and signals a new attack on unions.
It is imperative that the trade union movement marshall all of its resources in a
concerted and collective effort to do all things necessary to overturn the decision of
the Court and restore a rightful balance of power in labor relations.

ment would work with Congress to secure
amendments to bankruptcy laws -to prevent this kind of manipulation of collectiire
bargaining agreements."

RAILROAD PATTERN
"We will pursue legislation to close up
the gaping hold in contract rights," Gold
said, noting that longstanding federal laws
have barred the overturning of collective
bargaining agreements ill the railroad industry.
"What we want is an overall rule similar
to the rule governing labor bargaining between railroads and railroad unions," Gold
said. "There have been many successful
railroad reorganizations" in which companies were not allowed to tear up labor
contracts.
Indeed, within hours after the Supreme
Court's decision, House Judiciary Committee chairman Peter Rodino (D-NJ) introduced legislation to reverse the court's
misreading of the intent of Congress.
Representative Paul Simon of Illinois has
also introduced a bill which would grant
the NLRB, already guaranteeing the right
of labor to bargain collectively,jurisdiction
over the bankruptcy code.
The AFL-CIO Executive Council announced that the Federation was committed to an all-out effort to assure that -Congress corrects the Supreme Court's mistake
and vindicates national labor law."
House Speaker Thomas P.(Tip)O'Neill Jr.
(D-Mass) assured members of the labor
Federation's executive council in a private
meeting that legislation to revise the bankruptcy laws will be sent to the House floor
as soon as possible.
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Pensioners respond generously to ILWU appeal
young people don't really know what we did for them."
G.W. "Bill" Kerr, Local 63 retiree, Wilmington, asked
the union to -please accept my donation to help rid
these bastards(the "B" actor)from trying to take away
Social Security Disability as they tried to do to me."
Along with his donation, Roy H. Larsen, retired from
Local 40, Portland, said, "I have never before seen such
a concerted effort by the corporations and big business
to destroy what has taken us so many years to attain;
that they are doing it with the seeming approval of the
present administration makes it hard to accept."
Offering his plan to counter that attack, Harold Billiarde, Local 13 retiree, said,"I feel very strongly that
Labor and all ordinary citizens must do everything they
can to get rid of Reagan before he gets rid of us.
-It is time the average citizen Woke up to the facts of

The small gray card from Bob Fuller, of Rockaway, Oregon, which accompanied his donation to the ILWU Political Action Fund, said simply, "For Reagan's defeat,"
but it captured the sentiment of the letters from other
contributors.
They answered President Jim Herman's -urgent appeal" letter to support the fund in this election year,
which was published on the back page of the January
Dispatcher.
Among the letters was one from James D. Sutherland,
of Seaside, Oregon, who said, -I sure appreciate what
the union has done for me and mine."
Sutherland was in the '34 and '36 strikes. "There is
only three of us left that worked in the twenties in Local
50, Astoria. I retired in '57 and am 91-years-old so excuse poor writing. Hope you all the best of luck. These

Small locals
dig deep for
political action
SAN FRANCISCO—With the political
year just getting underway in earnest, a
number of ILWU locals—especially some of
the smaller ones—have shown considerable ingenuity and initiative in raising funds
for the ILWU Political Action Fund.
Among the more successful has been
clerks Local 34, San Francisco, which has
raised over $6500 since the New Year.
"We mailed out to every registered member of the local a letter explaining in general terms which we thought the political
issues facing the local were,and explaining
basically what the ILWU Political Action
Fund is all about," said Local 34 Vice-President Richard Cavalli. "Enclosed with that
letter was a return envelope so that each
member could mail in his or her check.
"Since then, we've written a special letter to some of the office workers' units we
represent,and to members in Stockton and
Sacramento," Cavalli said. "There has also
been a tremendously generous response to
a special appeal to pensioners.
INVOLVEMENT
Local 34 has also published another appeal that "we spread around the docks by
hand," Cavalli said, "with person-to-person contact."
"Our goal is two-fold," Cavalli said. "To
raise money for the PAC fund, of course.
Our other goal is to attempt to begin the
process of getting members involved in
current political issues. At some point
we're going to want to get them to go out
and vote." The focus of the appeals have
been on the issues. "We've tried to stay
away from candidates.
-Basically, it's our attempt to reeducate
the membership to where their bread and
butter really comes form,- Cavalli said.
"The union doesn't sign their paychecks,
but what they get on Friday is the result of
the union's activities."
OTHER DONATIONS
Longshore Local 12, Coos Bay, has been
another big giver this year, with a donation
of $771. While collections are just getting
underway, other small locals which have
made generous contributions are: Local 50,
Astoria, and Local 18, Sacramento. The
biggest giver has been Local 142, Hawaii—
the largest local in the ILWU—which has
donated a total of $40,000 since the inception of the plan in 1981.

User fee bill
burial planned
PORTLAND—At a news conference at
the Port of Portland's Terminal 2 February
17, Sen. Bob Packwood pledged to get the
Abnor water user fee bill referred to the
Senate Finance Committee, where he said
it would get "a long, long, long thoughtful
consideration that will take several
months and years".
Packwood is a ranking member of the
committee and an opponent, as he said
here, of the Administration water user-fee
proposals that would make a port or region
pay for navigation improvements and
"change the nation's historic, 200-year-old
waterway policies."
Senator Mark Hatfield, in a statement
read here by an aide, agreed the Abnor bill
should go to the finance committee, which
already has his own bill, a much more moderate approach to the subject, in hand. The
Abnor bill went to the Senate floor without
hearings.
° •
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political life," Billiarde added, -and quit falling under
spell of political con men like Ron Reagan—nothing but a
puppet and tool for those who bought him his office. In
my opinion the most dangerous liar since A. Hitler."
Myrna R. Hull, from Coos Bay, sent a check in "memory of my deceased husband Verl Hull- a member of Local 12, North Bend, Oregon. know he would want me
to do this," she wrote.
Henry Schmidt's daughter, Louise van der Ven, wrote
from Sonoma that she supports "the candidate committted to peace, economic equality and social justice."
And 86-year-old Herb R. Wooliscroft, retired from Local 19, Seattle, since December 1962, wrote from his
home in Florida: "I am sending you one dollar for every
year I have retired. Keep up the good work."
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